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LOW POWER FACTOR CAUSES POOR SYSTEM PERFORMABCE AND LOWER PROFITS!  GTCO. SOLVES ANOTHER PROBLEM! 

   

The Mission                                    
The client was a large Electrical 

Cooperative with a consumer 

operating at very low power factor 

causing high energy cost for the 

consumer and high capital costs for the 

cooperative. Failed capacitors in the 

plants service entrance switchboard 

were very expensive to replace and 

caused intolerable downtime. GTCo’s 

task was to recommend a power factor 

improvement solution. 

     The Challenge                                             
The challenge was to overcome 

common “Knowledge” that adding 

capacitors (VARs) to the distribution 

system would improve power factor. 

Historically, adding capacitors has 

been the obvious fix to support voltage 

and offset reactive power. However, 

historically, the problem was caused by 

inductive (linear) loads only. Today the 

typical load profile has a large 

harmonic (Non Linear) content.  

 

The Solution 
The Gerry Thomas Co. was engaged, 

first by the coop, then by the consumer 

to help solve the problem. A sub cycle 

review of the load profile indicated a 

high harmonic content of current and 

associated voltage distortion. VFD’s, 

high efficiency lighting and machinery 

servo’s and PLC’s all contributed to 

the distortion. Adding VARs to the 

harmonic rich system would cause the 

Power Factor to be worse and the 

capacitors would fail prematurely due 

to the higher frequencies associated 

with harmonics. GTCo recommended 

a Harmonic Mitigation Plan and 

installation of Phase Shifted Drive 

Isolation Transfilters that would 

produce a 24 to 36 pulse system, ie., no 

harmonic currents below the 36th and 

return the voltage wave form to near 

sinusoidal. 

The Results                                       

Testing and Analysis provided by 

GTCo. and implementation of GTCo.    

recommended harmonic mitigation 

plan reduced the harmonic content of 

the load profile and improved the 

power factor to desirable levels. 

Energy savings and higher efficiency of 

the entire facility were achieved as 

well! 
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